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THE BIG
SWITCH
Science, experience and two new sheep
breeds are driving success at the Victorian
operations of Murnong Farming.
STORY + PHOTOS NATHAN DYER

A Highlander ewe and
Highlander twin lambs
at Murnong Farm,
near Inverleigh, Vic.
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og cloaks the horizon as Josh Walter
walks across a dew-soaked paddock on the
edge of Victoria’s fertile Western District,
with a bucket of grain in each hand.
Young lambs bound towards him, their
mothers ambling behind. “A lot of people
would ask why we’re bothering with grain
when the grass is this good,” Josh says,
referring to the lush pasture covering the paddock. “But it’s
all about getting the right nutrition at the right time.
“A ewe can only physically eat two to three kilos of
dry matter each day and she might not be able to get
the energy her lambs need from grass alone, so we’ve
got to fill that energy requirement with grain. Our
target is to have every ewe weaning its body weight
in lambs each year – that’s the key driver behind our
sheep program; that’s ewe efficiency at its best.”
As general manager of Murnong Farming, located
about 35 kilometres west of Geelong in the rich soils
of the state’s south-western volcanic belt, Josh has
helped transform the family-owned enterprise into
an intensive cropping and livestock operation. At the
forefront of those changes are two new sheep breeds:
the Highlander in this paddock, bred for its superior
maternal ability to produce more kilograms of weaned
lambs, and the high-yielding Focus Prime, which is
more meat-production focused. Imported from New
Zealand seven years ago through a partnership with
Kiwi company Focus Genetics, the two new breeds
have changed the face of farming on Murnong.
“Before we switched to the Highlanders we were
running an Australian composite with an average ewe
weight of 90kg,” says Josh, driving across a paddock to
check on lambs born last night. “We now average 65kg,
which means I’ve got the same total amount of ewe kilos
on the farm, but I’ve got 20 percent more ewes because
they’ve dropped 20% in weight.”
On top of that, Josh says the Highlanders are
producing 18% more progeny and averaging 87%

survival of foetuses into saleable animals, compared to
the industry average of 70% for crossbreeds. “And our
commercial lambs, out of the terminal sires, are three
weeks earlier and 3kg heavier when they go off farm,
and that affects gross margin.”
Located halfway between Winchelsea and Inverleigh,
the sheep operations at Murnong are complemented
by rotational summer and winter cropping and an
intensive piggery. Owner Martin Clark says diversity
has helped the business rebound from setbacks.
“Initially we went too far towards cropping and we got
burned a little bit because we didn’t have the diversity
of markets when things changed,” he says.
Since purchasing Murnong 19 years ago from his
mother’s cousin, former Geelong footballer Johnny
Thomas, Martin has expanded the business to farm
about 2100 hectares, incorporating the neighbouring
properties of Waverley and Yallambie, as well as nearby
Belldale, and long-term leases on Waterlands and
Shellys. The farm now employs one part-time and
seven full-time staff members, a number of whom have
clocked up more than a decade with the business.
Martin, who runs a building company in Melbourne
and sets Murnong’s strategic pathway, says getting
good staff and giving them autonomy is crucial to
implementing a long-term farming strategy. “Any
business is about the people,” he says. “And you need to
create a situation where people are able to exercise their
freedom and be seen to be adding value.”

CLOCKWISE FROM OPPOSITE TOP: General manager Josh Walter in the woolshed; former shearer Des Cameron and his
son Robbie Crouch from A-Team shearing contractors; an old wicker basket collects scraps; ewes marked to show their fertility,
with colours denoting their production of twins or triplets.
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Highlander ewes
graze at sunrise on
Murnong Farm.
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as well as about 50ha of hay to provide cashflow and a
key input to the piggery. Last year the piggery used 6000
straw bales, all produced on-farm, with about half of
that straw returned to the paddocks as fertiliser, which is
spread at about 18 tonnes per hectare.
The cropping system, Triston says, is designed to
integrate with the rest of the farm. “For example,
everything in the cover crop mix complements each
other, the sheep graze better on those cover crop
paddocks, and we get more soil retention, which
means we can sow earlier.”
Weather stations, soil-moisture probes, and satellite
and yield mapping round out the technology-based
cropping operation. “It’s all about the environment
and our soils,” Josh says. “The soil is the only medium
we have to grow our crops and pastures and our sheep,
so if we’re not improving the soil we’re not moving
forward.” Murnong also recycles water on-farm and
has extensive native vegetation corridors to create
microclimates in each paddock.
Like the cropping team, the piggery crew of Mick
Smith, Jeff Grainger and manager Phil Jones works
across other aspects of the business when needed,
ensuring all staff members understand the bigger

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Josh Walter inspects a crash grazing crop of chicory and plantain; the Murnong cropping plant,
including disc seeder; Robin Bendle, Murnong owner Martin Clark and Josh Walter; a sample of the rich soils at Murnong;
farm worker Triston Nicholson sowing a crop at night.
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Two paddocks away from where Josh is now feeding
sheep, Triston Nicholson sits in the cab of a John
Deere tractor pulling a disc seeder. Triston, who began
working at Murnong during school holidays 18 years
ago, explains how the farm runs a four-crop winter
rotation with canola, barley, legumes and wheat on its
sandy and clay loams, based on a no-till model and
full stubble retention, complemented by a summercover crop mix of millet, tillage radish and rape. The
cropping model is based on 30ha paddocks, which are
further divided using portable electric fencing, into
10ha sections when sheep are grazing stubble.
All machinery runs on three-metre centres
with GPS base stations allowing controlled traffic
management across all paddocks. Triston says
controlled traffic and cover crops have helped reduce
soil compaction and summer soil temperatures,
and increased healthy microbial activity and water
infiltration. “And it also means you can get onto
wet paddocks earlier because you’re running your
machinery on these compacted roadways,” Triston says.
In addition to cropping about 1500ha, Triston and
co-worker Steve Marshman also sow short duration or
‘crash’ grazing crops of lucerne, chicory, plantain and rape,
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picture. The business also works closely with off-farm
specialists, including an agronomist, nutritionist, vet
and animal-health consultant, and data analysts, and
runs regular trials with Melbourne University, La Trobe
University, RMIT, the Victorian No-Till Farming
Association, Southern Farming Systems and the
Department of Primary Industries.
On the sheep side, Murnong’s 2000-strong breeding
flock is backed by a team at Focus Genetics, which
coordinates breeding design and marketing, including
two annual ram sales selling about 600 head each year
for $1000–2500. “So, it’s not like a traditional family
set-up where a father and son might design the sheep
and breed the sheep based on their experience alone,”
Josh says. “It’s data- and science-based.”
For Josh, taking the reins at Inverleigh was a way
of bringing together years of diverse experience. After
growing up at nearby Ceres and schooling in Geelong,
his love of agriculture took him all over Australia. “My
father was a wool buyer, so agriculture has always been
part of my life, and pretty much ever since I left school I
wanted to be involved,” he says, listing the various stints
on his winding road to Murnong.
This journey included a year studying farm
management at the Glenormiston campus of Melbourne
University, jackarooing in Queensland, time on a Merino
stud in New South Wales, more study at ag college in
Orange, stints at mixed farming operations in Victoria
and then a four-year jaunt around Australia with his wife
Clare, including a year bore-running at Mabel Downs in
the Kimberley, before joining Murnong 13 years ago.
Josh says his 13-year-old daughter Georgia definitely
shares his farming interests. “She’ll walk around the farm
Clare, Georgia and Josh Walter.
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Shearer Cameron Hill and rouseabout Jess Parker in the woolshed.
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and notice things, which are production related, like the
condition of a ewe’s udder,” he says. “The sort of things
people with much more experience would notice.”
Georgia says lambing is the highlight of the year.
“I love the sheep,” she says. “And I love going around
tagging and weighing them at lambing, and each
year we get to bottle feed some of them.”

At 8 o’clock the next morning it’s seven degrees
Celsius, and the hum of electric motors, Creedence
Clearwater Revival on a stereo and the creak of
swinging gates ring out from the Murnong woolshed.
Inside, fleeces are placed into bar-coded plastic crates
for individual weighing; another part of the lifelong
performance tracking for each animal, to help determine
breeding values. Measuring about 30 microns, the wool is
only useful for carpet, but the two annual shearing runs
ensure clean coats for lambing and summer.
Running the show is contractor Robbie Crouch.
The 30 year old took over the family business A-Team
Shearing from his father Des Cameron six years ago
and has been shearing since he was 16. The industry
has taken him across Australia and around the world,
including two three-month stints shearing Sardinian
milking sheep in Italy. Robbie says the Highlanders are
good sheep to shear. “They’ve got a good temperament
and they’re quite free combing, quite open in the wool,
and that’s good for the bank,” Robbie says.
With up to 20 shearers and another 10 to 15 shed staff
on the books, Robbie says the wool job is going well,
with strong prices injecting optimism across the industry.
The A-Team Shearing team of Cameron Hill, Jess Parker, Shelby Smith, Jo Tarrant, Roger Mifsud and Robbie Crouch.
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Shorn 10-month-old Highlander lambs return to the paddock.

“There’s definitely a terrific vibe around the place and a
lot of people are getting back into sheep,” he says.
Just before smoko, Robbie hands his shears to
rouseabout Shelby Smith. The 21 year old from Casterton
jumps at the chance. After two years rouseabouting
across New South Wales, South Australia and Victoria,
Shelby’s now set on becoming a shearer. “It’s thrilling and
rewarding to get up there and have a crack, and it makes
me feel more a part of the action,” she says. Although
supportive of her career choice, Shelby reckons her mum,
a hairdresser, often jibes: “Can’t you just do a normal job
and cut people’s hair instead of sheep?”
After smoko, Des counts out shorn sheep from the
yards into a paddock laneway. Having retired from 40
years on the boards to join Murnong in 2011, Des misses
the action of the sheds. “There’s something about it that
gets into your blood,” he says. “It’s hard work, but it’s
good work.” But he’s proud to see Robbie continuing the
family businesses. “There was a worry five years ago about
who was going to shear the sheep, because there were
no young ones taking it up,” Des says. “So it’s good to
see Robbie taking the younger ones on, and he’s doing it
really well and has picked up some big sheds.”
Later, back inside the woolshed, Martin’s fatherin-law and farm operations manager, Robin Bendle,
is sitting down for lunch with the shearing crew. The
former truck driver and transport company manager
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explains how his and Josh’s diverse backgrounds mean
they often look at things differently. “Coming from a
non-farming background means I look at a lot of things
differently to Josh, but together we get a pretty good
outcome,” Robin says. According to Martin, Robin’s
business experience is a great combination with Josh’s
farming drive. “Josh’s passion and the passion he shows
with other people is what a lot of the success on farm
has come from,” Martin says.
Josh’s wife Clare says it’s impossible to escape her
husband’s enthusiasm. “Every day Josh wakes up
thinking, ‘How can we make this industry better, and
how can we improve what we do?’,” she says. “Even
when he hasn’t got time for it, he’ll be up till 11pm
putting together a presentation for two busloads of uni
students visiting the next day.”
Josh says supporting people such as Robbie and
Shelby, and educating the next generation, will ensure
the industry remains strong. “The door is always open
here as to what we do, because we’ve got to educate our
youth. By doing that we’re not only creating the next
generation of farmers, but also the next generation of
parents and consumers.”
After more than a decade at Murnong, Josh says he’s
fortunate to have a job he loves. “I’m lucky because I’ve
found my passion in life and I get to do it every day.
It’s as simple as that.” 

